
Five Nights At Freddy's

1. Noun

2. Name

3. Verb - Present Ends In S

4. Noun

5. Adjective

6. Adjective

7. Verb - Present Ends In Ing

8. Same Name

9. Place

10. Food

11. Room In House

12. Same Name

13. Adjective

14. Number
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Five Nights At Freddy's

One night the security guard came to Freddy Fazbear's Noun . His name is Name and he has to

stay the whole night! Bonnie bumps into Freddy and says "Wake up!" Freddy Verb - Present ends in S up

Chica. The only word that comes out of her mouth is pizza. Then they look at the stage Noun . All of

them except Chica were making a Adjective face. Chica was making a Adjective smile. Then

Freddy hit her. They walk off stage. Then Foxy says "Freddy I need you!". Freddy turns and sees Foxy

Verb - Present ends in ING straight at him!!! "Foxy slow down!" says Freddy. As soon as he knows it Freddy

gets trampled ! "What is it?" Freddy says. Foxy yelled" It's 4 am and I need you to distract the night guard!" " o..

. ya who is the new night guard anyway " Freddy says. " Same name ! Now are you going to help me or

not" Foxy said." Fine!" said Freddy. He turned around. Chica was gone. Freddy said "Where's Chica?' Bonnie

said "She's in the place ." Then Freddy heard pizza , pizza , pizza food !!!! Foxy said " Fred-dy

!" "OK!" Freddy said. Freddy went to east room in house corner. Same name was Adjective

to death! Foxy ran down the hall! At the exact moment it turned Number am! "Darn it!" Foxy said as he

fell over. Well that's 1 night at Freddy's!
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